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*Lifetime warranty excludes semi-precious stone (ie. Executive line).



Dakota Quartz is 100% durable, natural quartz crafted from some of 
the hardest known materials on earth.
_______________________________________________________________________

Non-porous, mold and mildew resistant, heat and burn resistant , scratch 
and chip resistant, and virtually maintenance free for commercial and 
residential applications.
_______________________________________________________________________

The same care that goes into engineering our quartz, goes into the crafting of 
the colors, movement and patterns. The smooth and impenetrable surface 
is unlike common stone, which is mined. Quartz slabs are manufactured in 
an industrial facility with the highest degree of quality and safety. This allows 
the quartz to be produced with shimmers and veining that simulate the look 
of conventional stone, and create a flawless, consistent color. We offer 
selections in a wide variety of colors that are designed to compliment and 
enhance traditional, modern, rustic, and ultra contemporary decorating 
styles and architecture.

Dakota Quartz is a beautiful and durable choice for 
kitchens, bathrooms, walls and flooring, designed to fit 
your budget and your creativity.



Express

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Diamond White

Winter Gray

Beach Sand

Hail

Snow Flake

Maple Leaf



Mirage

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Sparkle Sands

Sparkle Sands

Silica

Pure White



Cement

Swiss Brown

Pewter

Carbon

Ash Gray

Mirage

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Nougat Creme

Slate Rock

Sand Bar

Concrete

Saddle Leather



Temptation

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Royal Nickel

Arctic Mist

Copper Stone

Fossil

Glamours

Shitake

Espresso

Empire

King David

Bianco Venatino

Butter Crème 

Crema Marfil



Resistance

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Sapphire Blue

Ruby Red

Harmony

Green Daisy



Resistance

Ice Gray

SuedeBlue Ice

DomaniTaupe

Dakota Ultra White Black Nickel

Winter

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Gris Imperial

Imperial Black

Green Shale Polished

Dakota Black

Green Shale Brushed

Lava StoneEmperador

Magnetic Grey



Desire

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Arctic Storm

White Zeus

Illusion

Dreamy MarfilPerla White

Lucylo

Madison

Fume Blanc

Lava Storm

Copper Mountain



Expression

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Calacatta Classic

Thunder White

Calacatta Nuevo



Evolution

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Calacatta Santa

Pacifica

Calacatta Dakota



Executive

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Mother Of Pearl

Blue Agate



Mixed Agate

Dark Smoky QuartzClassic Crystal Quartz

Petrified Wood

Retro Petrified Wood

Ammonite

Dark Green Aventurine

Black AgateAmethyst Voila

Executive

Shade and grain of actual product may vary from printed sample.
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Black Wild Agate

Blue Tiger Eye

Grey Agate

Brown Carnelian

Rose Quartz

Smoky Quartz Light

Lapis Lazuli A

Tiger’s Eye Gold

Melachite
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****Best ***Good  **Fair   *Poor 

We Provide Professional Service and a Comprehensive Lifetime Warranty. 

Dakota Quartz Granite Marble Solid Surface

Stain Resistant **** ** * ***

Chip and Crack Resistant **** ** * **

Resistant to Household 
Chemicals, Acids and 
Solvents

**** * * **

Non Porous **** * * ***

Mold and Mildew 
Resistant

**** ** ** ****

Color Consistency **** ** * ****

Flexural Strength **** *** ** ***

Vein Uniformity **** * *

Low Maintenance/Easy to 
Clean

**** ** * **

Immunity to Freeze & 
Thaw 

**** **** *** *

Scratch Resistant **** ** * *
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Quality certificate 
NSF: Dakota Quartz is certified by NSF international as a safe 
material for direct food contact . It provides the assurance of 
maximum safety and protection to final consumers 

CE: CE certificate is designed to protect EU consumers by 
regulating products to reduce possible dangers to people and 
the environment 

Greenguard: GREENGUARD Certificate helps manufacturers to 
create and help buyers to identify interior products and 
materials that have low chemical emissions, improving the 
quality of the air in which the products are used.

****Best ***Good  **Fair   *Poor 

We Provide Professional Service and a Comprehensive Lifetime Warranty. 

Dakota Quartz Granite Marble Solid Surface

Stain Resistant **** ** * ***

Chip and Crack Resistant **** ** * **

Resistant to Household 
Chemicals, Acids and 
Solvents

**** * * **

Non Porous **** * * ***

Mold and Mildew 
Resistant

**** ** ** ****

Color Consistency **** ** * ****

Flexural Strength **** *** ** ***

Vein Uniformity **** * *

Low Maintenance/Easy to 
Clean

**** ** * **

Immunity to Freeze & 
Thaw 

**** **** *** *

Scratch Resistant **** ** * *

All Quartz sold by Dakota Quartz has been certified by :

*The above certifications are provided by the factory.
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*Lifetime warranty excludes semi-precious stone (ie. Executive line).




